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The authors are sincerely grateful for the valuable comments and suggestions from
the anonymous referee. These comments and suggestions brought some interesting
discussions and helped improving the presentation of the paper. We give our response
to these comments in the following, point-by-point.

Comments:The paper “Wave boundary layer model in SWAN revisited” touches an
interesting topic, which deserves further attention. However the difficulty of simultane-
ously improving the wind input and white capping dissipation source functions should
be stressed right from the beginning since the result comes from the difference of these
two terms and it is always a weak point in an analysis to deal with difference quantities.
Moreover this difference, based on the parameterized physics, goes together with the
numerical diffusivity associated to the discretized equations. Therefore my suggestion
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would be to discuss right from the start the difficulty in adjusting a difference of terms
which is also conditioned by the numerical diffusivity.

Reply: We added some discussion about the difficulty in adjusting the difference of
source and sink terms as well as the numerical diffusivity in the last paragraph of
Section 1.

Comments:Regarding the approach mention is made of fetch limited and depth limited
studies. Since the adjustment is clearly related to wave age I think some more analysis
about the duration limit conditions or the state of wave development would be in order
to enhance the value of the paper.

Reply: Thanks for the suggestion. The duration limited study is relevant and needs
further investigation. To the best of our knowledge, measurements about duration
limited wave growth is rare and therefore it is difficult to evaluate the quality of the
source terms. That is why we choose to use the fetch limited study instead of duration
limited study. And the fetch limited study also reflects the state of wave development
through fetch.

Comments: When mentioning (page 2, paragraph 30) the “parameters” for tuning,
mention should be made of which parameters. In here and in several other instances in
the manuscript it would be important to link the parameters and the adjustment to their
physical meaning so as to make the argumentation behind more solid and suitable for
extrapolation to other cases.

Reply: We specified the physics meaning of the two tuning parameters in the relative
sentence in page 2, lines 29-30 and page 21, line 1.

Comments: In section 2.1, in paragraph 25, mention is made of how to generalize the
phase velocity for the case of misalignment between wind and wave direction. This is
an important point since the directional dispersion plays an important role. Some more
analysis about the effect of directionality and how this would apply to for instance slant
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waves would be beneficial.

Reply: Equation (5) c=u(zc)cos(θ-θw) is not to generalize the phase velocity, but to
define the “critical height” according to Miles (1957). Considering the misalignment
between wind and wave direction, the “critical height” is the height where the phase
velocity equals to the wind velocity component in the same direction as the phase
velocity. The same method is also used by Janssen (1991), which is equation (3)
in this paper. This equation applies to all the directions (36 directions in this study)
in SWAN. We changed the expression in Section 2.1 (page 4, lines 3-5) in case of
misleading the readers.

Comments: When presenting the equations for the wind input source function it is
mentioned that the model tends to underestimate wave growth at lower frequencies
and then the wave age tuning parameter form WAM is proposed. Some discussion
showing how this element from WAM can be transferred directly to SWAN would also
be in order.

Reply: It is the same method (equation 3 in Bidlot, 2012) as that used in WAM. A
positive wave age tuning parameter shifts the wave growth towards lower frequency.
This paper is mainly about introducing the WBLM source terms for real applications, it
is proved to be an effective way of tuning for both idealized cases and real storm cases,
therefore we still keep using this parameter. We added some explanations in Section
2.1 (page 4, lines 13-14).

Comments: When introducing the mean frequency and wave number following Bidlot,
to put more emphasis on the high frequencies, this should be discussed together with
the over/under dissipation at these high frequencies.

Reply: As discussed by Bidlot (2007), the introduction of the mean frequency and wave
number with emphasis more on the high frequencies, is to reduce the impact of swell
waves on the white-capping dissipation. Our present study is focus on the wind sea
part as well, so it is reasonable to follow this method. More discussion is added in
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Section 2.2 (page 5, lines 1-2).

Comments: When replacing (page 5) fp in equation 17 by 0.86 <f> this should be
discussed showing how it applies to a variety of cases where there may be more than
one fp (e.g. by modal waves) or where fp is not a robust estimate.

Reply: Firstly, fp is a discretized variable in the wave model. That will make disconti-
nuity when it is being use for parameterizing dissipation coefficient. Second, it will be
difficult to determine which fp should be used in case of bimodal waves. The integrated
variable <f> changes more gentle than fp and it always have one value in any given
wave spectrum. Therefore, we prefer to use <f> instead of fp for generality and numer-
ical stability. The uncertainty of using <f> in the bimodal wave case is not investigated
in this study. Considering the model performs quite well in the two real storm simula-
tions, we assume that the uncertainty is relatively small. We discussed this uncertainty
in Section 2.2 (page 6, lines 3-6).

Comments: In section 2.3 mention is made of a threshold so that the WBLM solves the
energy within that interval in the wave spectrum. Some discussion about the sensitiv-
ity to that threshold and the implications that it has for very long or very short waves
should be included. Particularly together with the selection of the numerical algorithm
which also has implications for the numerical diffusivity. Reply: In our previous descrip-
tion “energy containing frequency range” is vague which confuses the readers. We
have accordingly changed it to “active frequency range” in Section 2.3. Although the
maximum frequency is dynamically changing, only the frequencies whose contribution
to the total wave stress is negligible are not calculated. So there is almost no influence
to the result. Comments: In the case study for the North Sea some more discussion
about the fetch, duration and depth limitation for these two storms would be of interest.

Reply: More descriptions of the fetch, duration, and depth are added in Section 3.3
(page 10, lines 2-4 and lines 6-10).

Comments: When presenting in section 3.3 the NCEP Climate Forecast System ver-
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sion 2 for the wind forcing, some discussion of why these wind fields were selected and
the uncertainty introduced by the wind selection should also be discussed, particularly
related to the horizontal discretization of the atmospheric model and how that relates
to the higher frequency components in the atmosphere and in the ocean.

Reply: The CFSR wind shows good quality when evaluated with measurements and
its quality has been proved to be good for wave simulations in the North Sea in many
previous studies, e.g. Bolaños et al. (2014). The CFSv2 10 m wind as a horizontal
resolution of bout 25 km and temporal resolution of 1 hour. In general wind conditions,
over water, the difference in wind variability between a scale of 25 km to a few km is
considered small. Therefore, the hourly CFSR data may be considered reasonable
wind forcing. Though it may not be accurate in the presence of highly fluctuating wind
on scales smaller than 1 hour, e.g. Larsén et al. (2017). Relative explanations are add
in Section 3.3 (page 8, lines 31-34 and page 9, line 1).

Comments: When presenting the idealized fetch-limited study (section 4.1) a sugges-
tion is made to use U’/10. Another possibility would be to scale with a value different
from 10 meters/second, related to a length scale divided over a time scale. That would
add a bit more of generality.

Reply: It is a good suggestion. We choose 10m/s because in this wind speed condition,
the fetch-limited wave growth curves follows the reference quite well without needing
to tun the dissipation coefficient. We appreciate your suggestion, and it will be sub-
ject of future testing, this stage we still keep using this parameter. We added some
explanation in Section 4.1 (page 11, lines 11-13).

Comments: In this same section when increasing the number of parameters some
discussion about the gain due to the higher number of fit parameters and the difficulty
in application should be included.

Reply: The number of parameters is discussed in Section 4.1 (page 11, lines 18-21).
Use 4 parameters maybe easier to fit, but it requires more effort to use or change the
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parameters.

Comments: Throughout the paper, particularly near the end, the advances obtained
from the application of the WBLM should be strengthened, analysing the situation
where the physics suggest there will be an improvement due to the explicit consid-
eration of the wave boundary layer. This could serve to explain why the model under-
estimates high waves. This could also be related to the importance that wave-wave
interactions play in such high waves, conditioned not only by the input and dissipation
source terms. In this same line the underestimation of Tp could be explained from
the physics, particularly stressing the wave boundary layer model dependence on fre-
quency.

Reply: All these points are very relevant and some discussions about the advances and
limitations of the application of WBLM, and the role of nonlinear four wave interactions
and swell dissipation in low frequency waves is added in the second paragraph of the
Section 5.

Comments: Finally in the discussion and conclusion section the wave boundary layer
model advances should be discussed more in terms of the physics, linking the various
descriptive paragraphs that appear now. That would strengthen the application and
extrapolation of the proposed model.

Reply: Some discussion about this is added in the second paragraph of the Section 5.

Comments: A final small remark is that the paragraph (last paragraph, in section 5)
explaining how the Janssen wind-input source function was wrongly implemented in
SWAN should be related to the rest of the paper, explaining how such an improved im-
plementation leads to increase the robustness of the presented results if that is indeed
the case.

Reply: Some explanation about the correction of the code is added in the last para-
graph of Section 5. We believe it is important to report this at might be useful to other
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SWAN users.

Interactive comment on Ocean Sci. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/os-2018-90, 2018.
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